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1. Basic Data Project Number: 55351-001
Project Name Supporting Private Sector 

Development and Export Growth 
through Evidence-Based Policy 
Formulation

Department/Division CWRD/PRM

Nature of Activity Capacity Development, Policy Advice Executing Agency Ministry of Commerce
Modality Regular

Country Pakistan

2. Sector Subsector(s)     ADB Financing ($ million)
Industry and trade Industry and trade sector development 0.500

Total 0.500
qq

3. Operational Priorities Climate Change Information
OP7: Fostering regional cooperation and integration GHG Reductions (tons per annum) 0.000

Climate Change impact on the Project Low

ADB Financing
Adaptation ($ million) 0.000
Mitigation ($ million) 0.000

Cofinancing
Adaptation ($ million) 0.000
Mitigation ($ million) 0.000

Sustainable Development Goals Gender Equity and Mainstreaming
SDG 5.c
SDG 9.2
SDG 10.4

Some gender elements (SGE)

Poverty Targeting
Geographic Targeting

4. Risk Categorization Low 
Qq

5. Safeguard Categorization Safeguard Policy Statement does not apply
qq

6. Financing
Modality and Sources Amount ($ million)
ADB 0.500
    Knowledge and Support technical assistance: Technical Assistance 
Special Fund

0.500

Cofinancing 0.000
    None 0.000
Counterpart 0.000
    None 0.000
Total 0.500

  
Currency of ADB Financing: US Dollar 

q

INTERNAL. This information is accessible to ADB Management and staff. It may be shared outside ADB with appropriate permission.



 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
1. This knowledge and support technical assistance (TA) will provide knowledge and 
capacity support for the Government of Pakistan to better formulate evidence-based policy for 
export promotion led by the private sector. The TA is aligned with Strategy 2030 of the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB), particularly operational priorities 6 and 7, as well as the Central Asia 
Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) long-term strategic framework.1 The TA will contribute 
to Sustainable Development Goal 9 through knowledge products, workshops, and capacity 
building training. The TA will prepare and agree on the strategic knowledge road map with the 
government. Along with the road map, the TA will prepare knowledge products focusing on, but 
not limited to, innovative technology and new businesses for formulating policy for export 
promotion led by the private sector. The TA will provide capacity building training for applying 
complex and/or advanced analytical techniques to guide policy formulation. It will identify 
reputable academic institutions, think tanks, research centers, and civil society organizations as 
national knowledge hubs.2 The TA will support international conferences through knowledge hubs 
and connect to international think tanks like the CAREC Institute and the ADB Institute.3 
 

II. ISSUES 
 
2. Factors limiting exports growth. Low to moderate growth in exports, compared to a 
sharp rise in imports, poses a significant development challenge for Pakistan. This trend 
continued even during the recent period of sharp currency depreciation ensuing from April 2021. 
For instance, food and textiles remain Pakistan’s key exports, but they continue to suffer from 
declining external demand because of low value addition, poor trade facilitation, and stronger 
competition with other countries. Pakistan lags in export competitiveness, resulting in a continual 
loss of market share. Therefore, evidence-based policy formulation for the export promotion that 
aims to enhance exports’ value addition, increase diversification, and pave the way for more 
robust export-led growth is critical to ensuring sustainable economic growth. 
 
3. Absence of knowledge-based policy formulation. Private sector-led export growth in 
Pakistan involves varying degrees of uncertainty and complexity. However, Pakistan’s public 
institutions often have neither the long-term strategic road map for knowledge nor adequate 
capacity to formulate evidence-based policy. It is critical to have a strategic road map for 
knowledge to inform stakeholders about the necessary ingredients for long-term knowledge-
based policy formulation. Quantitative and qualitative analyses are essential to informed decisions. 
By applying evidence from real-world situations, efficient and effective policy solutions accelerate 
growth in the private sector and boost exports. 
 
4. Weak capacity to formulate and implement evidence-based policies. The capacity of 
public sector institutions plays a vital role in the economic development of a country. In this 
century’s rapidly changing environment, where the volume of web-based business transactions 
is increasing exponentially and the information technology revolution is changing market 
dynamics, it is critical for public sector officials to continuously learn and acquire new skills for 
efficient and effective policy making. However, efforts and initiatives to learn and acquire new 

 
1  ADB. 2018. Strategy 2030: Achieving a Prosperous, Inclusive, Resilient, and Sustainable Asia and the Pacific. 

Manila; ADB. 2017. CAREC 2030: Connecting the Region for Shared and Sustainable Development. Manila; and 
ADB. 2019. CAREC Integrated Trade Agenda 2030 and Rolling Strategic Action Plan 2018–2020. Manila. 

2  A knowledge hub is a knowledge network across academic institutions, think tanks, and research centers. The 
knowledge hub serves as a platform to discuss export-led growth agendas with the private sector. Participation in 
the knowledge hub is voluntary. As such, participating institutions are not ADB’s consultants. 

3 The TA first appeared in the business opportunities section of ADB’s website on 5 October 2022. 

https://www.adb.org/documents/strategy-2030-prosperous-inclusive-resilient-sustainable-asia-pacific
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/383241/carec-2030.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/490576/carec-trade-agenda-2030-action-plan-2018-2020.pdf
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skills remain weak in the public sector because of multiple factors, including lack of adequate 
resources. 
 

III. THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
 
A. Impact and Outcome 
 
5. The TA is aligned with the following impact: export and private sector development 
promoted.4 The TA will have the following outcome: formulation of evidence-based economic 
policies for private sector development and export promotion supported.5 The TA will build on 
ADB’s ongoing support for trade competitiveness, including e-commerce, and knowledge support 
for economic corridor development, which will bring economic benefits to Pakistan and its trade 
partners, contributing to Pakistan’s trade integration within CAREC.6 
 
6. The TA will offer evidence through various knowledge products, including analytical and 
diagnostic studies, research papers, and/or policy briefs, focusing on innovative technology and 
e-commerce and supporting the government’s e-commerce policy implementation.7 The TA will 
also provide capacity building to stakeholders to formulate evidence-based policy and offer 
training on complex analytical techniques that bolster the formulation of well-informed, evidence-
based policy solutions. The knowledge products generated through this TA will help support the 
strategy for export promotion led by the private sector.  
 
7. The TA will support knowledge sharing among policy makers to introduce new and 
innovative technologies. The TA will bring together academic institutions, think tanks, and 
research organizations for evidence-based policy discussions. A proposed knowledge hub—a 
knowledge sharing platform across crucial players in the policy making apparatus—will have a 
robust multiplier effect for sharing knowledge and best practices among policy experts in the 
public and private sectors. It will share problem-solving experiences and enable the application 
of valuable knowledge and skills in similar situations. Moreover, a knowledge hub will facilitate 
faster and better decision-making; minimize knowledge loss; and boost innovation, creativity, and 
growth. Adopting a collaborative approach will expand contributions from multiple stakeholders in 
identifying effective and timely solutions. 
 
B. Outputs, Methods, and Activities 
 
8. Output 1: Road map for strategic knowledge and capacity needs for evidence-based 
policy formulation generated. The TA will work with the government to assess the strategic 
needs for knowledge and capacity development to formulate evidence-based policy for export 
promotion led by the private sector. The assessment will be done through consultation with 
stakeholders, including government ministries and departments, academic institutions, think 
tanks, research organizations, and other stakeholders. 
 
9. Output 2: Knowledge products for evidence-based policy formulations for private 
sector-led export promotion created and presented. The TA will produce a wide array of 
knowledge products in analytical and diagnostic studies, research papers, and/or policy briefs to 

 
4  ADB. 2020. Country Partnership Strategy: Pakistan, 2021–2025─Lifting Growth, Building Resilience, Increasing 

Competitiveness. Manila.  
5 The design and monitoring framework is in Appendix 1. 
6  ADB. 2020. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Policy-Based Loan 

for Subprogram 2 to the Republic of Pakistan for the Trade and Competitiveness Program. Manila.  
7  Government of Pakistan. 2019. e-Commerce Policy of Pakistan. Islamabad.  

https://www.adb.org/documents/pakistan-country-partnership-strategy-2021-2025
https://www.adb.org/projects/documents/pak-52049-003-rrp
https://www.adb.org/projects/documents/pak-52049-003-rrp
https://www.commerce.gov.pk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/e-Commerce_Policy_of_Pakistan_Web.pdf
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support evidence-based policy formulations. Knowledge products will focus on private sector 
development, export promotion, industrial policy, e-commerce, and state-owned enterprise and/or 
public–private partnership case studies, possibly from other developing member countries. The 
TA will promote female labor participation wherever possible. 
 
10. The TA will assess possible downstream interventions from the government for private 
sector development through stakeholder consultation. For example, expansion in e-commerce 
can drive economic growth. Technological innovations and a rapidly increasing number of internet 
users create enormous potential for the growth of e-commerce. The coronavirus disease 
pandemic experience further accentuates the growing importance and popularity of online trading. 
The Ministry of Commerce, the State Bank of Pakistan, and other public institutions are continually 
promoting new technologies for businesses according to the e-commerce policy approved by the 
federal cabinet in October 2019 (footnote 7). The TA will enable ADB to continue to contribute to 
these efforts. 
 
11. Output 3: Training on capacity building for economic modeling provided. The TA 
will help the government organize training courses for government officials and government-
affiliated think tank researchers on quantitative analytical tools. Training will help address the 
challenges of limited technical capacity and underutilization of trained and experienced 
government officials. By reducing the public sector’s technical and human resource gaps, such 
capacity building training will strengthen the public sector’s capacity to produce evidence-based 
policy solutions. 
 
12. Output 4: International conferences on sustainable development, export promotion, 
and regional cooperation supported by the identified knowledge hubs. The TA will help 
identify national knowledge hubs as a platform for facilitating policy discussions on private sector-
led export promotion and regional cooperation and integration. In particular, the TA will focus on 
possible public–private partnership models and/or mechanisms to reduce risk at the level of state-
owned enterprises. This output will be accomplished by supporting national and international 
academic conferences that engage stakeholders in Asia and the Pacific, including reputable 
academic institutions, think tanks, and research organizations. In addition, the TA will promote 
knowledge sharing and exchange of best practices among researchers who are interested in 
private sector-led export promotion and regional cooperation through seminars, webinars, 
meetings, and conferences. 
 
C. Cost and Financing 
 
13. The TA financing amount is $500,000, which will be financed on a grant basis by ADB’s 
Technical Assistance Special Fund (TASF 7). The government will provide counterpart support in 
the form of staff time allocation, office accommodation, secretarial assistance, domestic 
transportation (as required), and other in-kind contributions. The key expenditure items are listed 
in Appendix 2. 
 
D. Implementation Arrangements 
 
14. ADB’s Pakistan Resident Mission will administer the TA; select, supervise, and evaluate 
consultants; organize consultations; and provide staff to act as resource persons, as required.  
 
15. Implementation arrangements are summarized in the table. 
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Implementation Arrangements 
Aspects Arrangements 

Indicative implementation period November 2022–October 2025 

Executing agency Ministry of Commerce 

Implementing agency ADB’s Pakistan Resident Mission 

Consultants 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To be selected and engaged by ADB’s Pakistan Resident Mission 

Individual selection International 
expertise (24 
person-months) 

$200,000 

Individual selection National expertise 
(20 person-
months) 

$100,000 

Procurementa 
 

To be procured by ADB’s Pakistan Resident Mission 

Shopping 3 contracts $15,000 

Disbursement Disbursement of TA resources will follow ADB’s Technical Assistance 
Disbursement Handbook (2020, as amended from time to time). 

Asset turnover or disposal 
arrangement upon TA completion 

The assets procured under the TA will be ADB assets and be retained 
by Pakistan Resident Mission under the assigned specialist’s 
accountability after TA completion, similarly to standard ADB 
equipment assets as guided by AO 4.02 on Asset Management and 
Inventory Control.b 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, AO = administrative order, TA = technical assistance 
a Procurement Plan (accessible from the list of linked documents in Appendix 3). 
b ADB. 2016. Asset Management and Inventory Control. Administrative Orders. AO 4.02. Manila. 
Source: ADB. 

 
16. Consulting services. ADB will engage consultants following the ADB Procurement Policy 
(2017, as amended from time to time) and its associated project administration instructions and/or 
staff instructions.8 
 

IV. THE PRESIDENT’S DECISION 
 
17. The President, acting under the authority delegated by the Board, has approved the 
provision of technical assistance not exceeding the equivalent of $500,000 on a grant basis to the 
Government of Pakistan for Supporting Private Sector Development and Export Growth through 
Evidence-Based Policy Formulation, and hereby reports this action to the Board. 
 
 
 

 
8 Terms of Reference for Consultants (accessible from the list of linked documents in Appendix 3). 
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DESIGN AND MONITORING FRAMEWORK 
 
Impact the TA is Aligned with: 
Export and private sector development promoted (country partnership strategy for Pakistan, 2021–2025)a 
 

Results Chain Performance Indicators  
Data Sources and 

Reporting Mechanisms 
Risks and Critical 

Assumptions  

Outcome By 2026   
 
Formulation of 
evidence-based 
economic policies 
for private sector 
development and 
export promotion 
supported  

 
a. Key recommendations 
from studies utilized or cited 
by the Government of 
Pakistan as inputs to its 
development plans, sector 
plans, strategies, and policy 
dialogue (2021 baseline: N/A) 
(OP 7.2) 
 
b. Increased reference to TA 
studies by public and private 
researchers (2021 baseline: 
N/A) (OP 7.2) 

 
a. Pakistan’s medium-
term development plans, 
government policies, or 
sector plans 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Web search engines 
that index the full text or 
metadata across 
publishing formats and 
disciplines (e.g., Google 
scholar) 

 
R: Limited consensus 
among the 
participating 
stakeholders delays 
TA completion 
 
 

Outputs By May 2025   
 
1. Road map for 
strategic knowledge 
and capacity needs 
for evidence-based 
policy formulation 
generated 
 
2. Knowledge 
products for 
evidence-based 
policy formulations 
for private sector-
led export 
promotion created 
and presented 

 
1a. A road map for 
knowledge and capacity 
needs is created and agreed 
to by the government (2021 
baseline: N/A) (OP 6.1) 
 
 
2a. At least 6 knowledge 
products created and 
submitted and presented to 
the governmentb (2021 
baseline: N/A) (OP 7.2) 
 
2b. At least 6 workshops 
related to knowledge 
products convened for 
government and stakeholders 
with at least 30% of female 
participants  (2021 baseline: 
N/A) (OP 7.2) 
 

 
1a. Copy of publication 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2a. Copy of publication 
and presentation file 
 
 
 
 
2b. Consultant reports 
after workshops, 
workshop minutes 
 
 

 
R: Lack of consensus 
on reform direction 
leads to policy 
inaction. 
 
 
 
R: Knowledge 
products not taken 
into action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
R: High staff turnover 
slows reform 
implementation 
 
 
 
R: Conferences 
become one-off 
events 
 

3. Training on 
capacity building for 
economic modeling 
provided 

3a. At least 2 economic 
modeling workshops 
convened for government 
officials and researchers with 
at least 30% of female 
participants  (2020 baseline: 
N/A) (OP 6.1) 
 

3a. Consultant reports 
after workshops 
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Results Chain Performance Indicators  
Data Sources and 

Reporting Mechanisms 
Risks and Critical 

Assumptions  
4. International 
conferences on 
sustainable 
development, 
export promotion, 
and regional 
cooperation 
supported by the 
identified 
knowledge hubs 

4a. At least 3 academic 
conferences related to 
economic development, 
export promotion, and 
regional cooperation 
convened with at least 40% of 
female presenters  (2021 
baseline: 1) (OP 7.2) 

4a. Conference 
proceedings 
 
 
 
 

R: No continuing 
efforts for the 
identified reform 
agendas 

 

Key Activities with Milestones 

1. Road map for strategic knowledge and capacity needs for evidence-based policy formulation 
generated 

1.1 Complete a road map for knowledge and capacity needs (Q1 2023). 

2. Knowledge products for evidence-based policy formulations for private sector-led export 
promotion presented 

2.1 Complete at least 6 policy briefs in total (Q2 and Q4 in 2023, Q2 and Q4 in 2024, and Q2 and Q4 in 
2025). 

2.2 Conduct stakeholder workshops for each policy brief (Q2 and Q4 in 2023, Q2 and Q4 in 2024, and Q2 
and Q4 in 2025). 

3. Training on capacity building for economic modeling provided 
3.1 Complete 2 economic modeling workshops for government officials and researchers (Q4 2023 and Q4 

2024). 

4. International conferences on sustainable development, export promotion, and regional 
cooperation supported by the identified knowledge hubs 

4.1 Support at least 3 academic conferences related to economic development, export promotion, and 
regional cooperation (Q2 2023, Q2 2024, and Q2 2025). 

 
TA Management Activities 
Recruit TA consultants in Q4 2022. 
Continue regular reporting and supervision until end of Q4 2025. 
Manage contracts from Q4 2022 to Q4 2025. 
Ensure preparation of timely progress and financial reports until end of Q2 2025. 

Inputs 
ADB: $500,000 (TASF 7) 
Note: The government will provide counterpart support in the form of staff time allocation, office 
accommodation, secretarial assistance, domestic transportation (as required), and other in-kind 
contributions. 
ADB = Asian Development Bank, N/A = not applicable, OP = operational priority,  Q = quarter, R = risk, TA = technical 
assistance, TASF = Technical Assistance Special Fund. 
a ADB. 2020. Country Partnership Strategy: Pakistan, 2021–2025—Lifting Growth, Building Resilience, Increasing 

Competitiveness. Manila. 
b Knowledge products could be in the form of analytical and diagnostic studies, research papers, and/or policy briefs. 
 
Contribution to Strategy 2030 Operational Priorities: 
The expected values and methodological details for all OP indicators to which this TA will contribute results are detailed 
in Contribution to Strategy 2030 Operational Priorities (accessible from the list of linked documents in Appendix 3). 
Source: ADB. 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/674016/pak-cps-2021-2025.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/674016/pak-cps-2021-2025.pdf
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COST ESTIMATES AND FINANCING PLAN 
($’000) 

Item Amount 

Asian Development Banka  
1. Consultants  

a. Remuneration and per diem  
i. International consultants 200.0 
ii. National consultants 100.0 

b. Out-of-pocket expenditures  
i. International and local travel 60.0 
ii. Reports and communications 10.0 

2. Training, seminars, workshops, forum, and conferencesb  
a. Facilitators 15.0 
b. Travel cost of Asian Development Bank staff acting as a resource person 20.0 
c. Venue rental and related facilities 20.0 
d. Printed materialc 10.0 

3. Goods (rental or purchase)d 15.0 
4. Miscellaneous technical assistance administration costse 5.0 
5. Contingencies 45.0 

Total 500.0 
Note: The technical assistance (TA) is estimated to cost $525,000, of which contributions from the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) are presented in the table. The government will provide counterpart support in the form of staff time 
allocation, office accommodation, secretarial assistance, domestic transportation (as required), and other in-kind 
contributions. The value of the government contribution is estimated to account for 5% of the total TA cost. 
a  Financed by ADB’s Technical Assistance Special Fund (TASF 7). 
b  To be held in Pakistan. 
c  Printing material for international conferences and workshop events like brochures and banners. 
d  Includes notebook computers, statistical software, and software license. All assets and equipment procured under 

the TA will be handed over to the executing agency after the completion of the TA activities. 
e  Includes editing of reports and typesetting. 
Source: ADB estimates. 

Appendix 2 
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LIST OF LINKED DOCUMENTS 
http://www.adb.org/Documents/LinkedDocs/?id=55351-001-TAReport 

 
1. Terms of Reference for Consultants 

2. Contribution to Strategy 2030 Operational Priorities 

3. Procurement Plan 

http://www.adb.org/Documents/LinkedDocs/?id=55351-001-TAReport
https://asiandevbank.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/teams/org_iau/FinalDocs/Templates/02%20Linked%20Documents/RRP%20Contribution%20to%20Strategy%202030%20Operational%20Priorities.docx?d=wcc1fe16a71244f9a8810a34e960adf8f&csf=1&web=1&e=b9HD1k

